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Abstract. The current study aims to assist the preservation of the structural integrity 
of historical complex sites, utilizing smart instrumental monitoring / remote sensing. The 
main idea is that smart instrumental monitoring can provide important real-time 
information (records) of both the actual natural hazard(s) and the corresponding 
vulnerability, in terms of structural response and distress of structures and monuments of 
historically complex sites. The study focuses on the Acropolis Circuit Wall, where strain 
recordings via Smart Rod optical fibre sensors have been made possible. More 
specifically, wavelength recordings have been obtained and then converted into strain 
recordings, while the temperature influence has been taken into consideration. 
Furthermore, reference measurements have been defined during the initial system operation 
and then they are used for deduction of subsequent recordings. Strains recorded 2 and 
1/2years after the initial system installation are shown, after the deduction of the reference 
measurements. Finally, strain variation between sensors located at the inner and outer side 
of the same optical fibre Smart Rod are shown.  

1 INTRODUCTION 
Constructions of high and of national importance are often threatened by a variety of natural 
hazards, which may lead to damages and / or extended failures, resulting in some cases 
to injuries, fatalities, or even natural disasters. These constructions can be referred also as 
critical structures and have high socio-economic interest. Given their significance, it is 
essential to identify, manage and mitigate their structural risk, which is directly related, 
not only to the natural hazards, but also to the structural vulnerability. Regarding the natural 
hazards, they can be classified into two board categories: geological and climatological / 
meteorological (Figure 1). Furthermore, certain geographical regions are characterized by 
moderate or high seismicity which leads to various earthquake-related geohazards, such as 
earthquake-triggered landslides, fault rapture and soil liquefaction phenomena. On the 
other hand, structural vulnerability depends on the design, construction and operational 
conditions, while the age of the 
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construction plays also an important role. Structural risk assessment requires the quantification 
of the loading conditions (including the hazards), and the realistic assessment of structural 
vulnerability in terms of structural response. Furthermore, climate change phenomena are 
related to the increase of the structural risk [1].  

 
Figure 1: Critical structures and infrastructures 

Historical complex sites fall into the category of the critical structures, since they usually 
include sensitive engineering structures and monuments, such as temples, buildings and 
masonry retaining walls, exposed to a range of natural hazards, eventually leading to structural 
failures [2], [3]. They comprise fundamental elements of the national and international cultural 
heritage, with limitless lifetime, featuring an elevated risk level, since a serious damage and 
especially a total failure of a structure and/or monument is practically irreversible. In addition, 
historical complex sites attract high numbers of visitors / tourists, and a potential structural 
failure due to insufficient risk management could have a direct impact on their safety, while 
potential intervention options are rather limited. Due to these reasons, the cost-efficient 
assessment and management of their structural risk forms a demanding task in comparison to a 
similar analysis applied to modern structures. 

For the evaluation of the structural risk, quantitative hazard assessment and realistic evaluation 
of the structural vulnerability are indispensable. The risk assessment can be performed utilizing 
advanced computational simulations, smart instrumental monitoring. The advanced 
computational simulations (such as numerical modelling utilizing finite element software) can 
predict the expected response and distress of the structure(s) under examination when subjected 
to the anticipated natural hazard(s), being thus essential for the vulnerability assessment. On 
the other hand, smart instrumental monitoring can provide real-time information (i.e., records) 
of both the actual natural hazard(s) and in parallel the corresponding vulnerability, in terms of 
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structural response and distress, leading to a dynamic (i.e., time-dependent) structural risk 
assessment. 
In the current study the historical complex site of the Athenian Acropolis is examined in the 
above framework. In Figure 2 the Acropolis Hill, the Parthenon, and the masonry Circuit Wall 
are shown.  
 

 

 

Figure 2. The historical complex site of the Athenian Acropolis, including the Parthenon and the masonry 
Circuit Wall 

2 METHODS REVIEW AND APPLICATION AT THE ACROPOLIS OF ATHENS 
Smart structural monitoring/ remote sensing is a rapidly growing scientific area, traditionally 
applied to critical structures and infrastructures of national and economic importance 
comprising a high failure risk, aiming to their “smart” transformation [4], [5]. Apart from 
remote hazard assessment (i.e. assessment of the loading conditions), monitoring instruments 
can provide useful real-time information on specific location(s), necessary for the early 
detection of probable damage or failure during their lifetime, contributing thus to optimal risk 
management and overall safety. Furthermore, in an environment where various networks of 
sensors have been deployed, the need for intelligent management and processing of the recorded 
and transmitted data has emerged. Integral part of the data processing is the combination (i.e., 
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data fusion between heterogeneous networks), [6] and the support of additional meta-data in 
order to efficiently handle the available measurements [7].  

Regarding the computational modelling, numerical methods such as the finite-element method 
[8] can be applied to provide useful information regarding structural response and distress of 
any structure or monument. Usually, a computational simulation requires the geometrical and 
mechanical properties of the structure(s) and the anticipated static and dynamic loading, either 
external or internal. In order to achieve a more realistic simulation of the response / distress of 
a structure or a monument, the local site conditions (i.e., soil, geomorphology, and topography) 
and the corresponding potential soil-structure interaction should be taken into consideration.  

Over the last twenty-five (25) centuries, numerous structural damages have been observed at 
the historical complex site of the Athenian Acropolis, which are attributed to various natural 
hazards (either geological or meteorological) and to the human interference (such as war 
invasions, air pollution, etc.), increasing in parallel the risk of local or extensive structural 
failures in the future. Given the potential natural hazards of Athens (mainly seismicity and 
meteorological conditions) and the great vulnerability of the structures / monuments on the site, 
the structural risk is considered to be very high [9], [10]. Furthermore, apart from the structural 
risk, the significance of the monuments and the safety of the visitors / tourists and employees 
make the assessment and management of the overall risk of the Acropolis of Athens issues of 
paramount importance.  

In this framework, an optical-fibre-sensor array has been installed on the Circuit Wall of the 
Acropolis Hill, consisting of eight (8) active strain sensors, two (2) temperature sensors and one 
(1) acceleration sensor, continuously transmitting real-time data since June 2016 to date [11], 
[12]. In addition, finite-element modelling of the Circuit Wall has provided useful information 
concerning its structural response due to various types of loading [13]. Furthermore, ground 
response analyses have been performed in order to investigate the impact of local site conditions 
(i.e., topography) on the seismic motion at the ground surface of the Acropolis Hill, as well as 
to verify the available records and comprehend the amplification. The seismic motions applied 
during the numerical analyses have been recorded by 10 high-quality broadband accelerographs 
installed at various locations at the Acropolis Hill, recording in continuous mode [14]. 

In Figure 3 part of the structural monitoring scheme of the Acropolis of Athens with optical 
fibre sensors [15, 16] can be seen and in Figure 4, part of the 2D numerical modelling of the 
Acropolis Circuit Wall and part of the 2D numerical modelling for the evaluation of the seismic 
response of Acropolis Hill. 
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Figure 3. The South-East view of the Acropolis Hill, typical equipment of the optical-fibre array, the installation 
procedure on the Circuit Wall and indicative recordings after processing. 

 

(a)                                                                                     (b) 
Figure 4. (a) Cross section sketch of the south Wall, and 2D numerical model, and (b) 2D numerical model for 

the evaluation of the seismic response of Acropolis Hill and geological cross section. 
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3 STRAIN VARIATION AT THE ACROPOLIS CIRCUIT WALL 
 
In this section recordings of the strain variation at the Acropolis Circuit Wall, with the use of 
optical fibre sensors are presented and discussed. As mentioned in the previous section, the 
optical fibre array consists of: (a) eight active strain sensors fixed every two, one on the inner 
side and one on the outer side of four Smart Rods, (noted as IN and OUT, respectively), and 
(b) two temperature sensors, fixed on one Smart Rod. The Smart Rods are attached on the 
Circuit Wall, transmitting time-stamped data since June 2016 to date. The influence of the 
temperature on the recordings is considered via thermal compensation. The wavelength changes 
were transformed into strains with the use of Equation 1.  
 
Δε=(Δλ-Κτ*Δτ)/Κε                                                                                                                      (1) 
 
where Δε is the strain change, Δλ the wavelength change, Κε is a ratio expressing the strain-
wavelength relation and is equal to 1.2 picometer (pm)/μstrain for the type of sensors that was 
used in the current study, Κτ. Δτ incorporates the wavelength changes due to the temperature 
variations. Kτ is equal to 11.2 pm/C0 for the sensors used in the current study, and Δτ is the 
temperature variation, measured during the tests (starting value and actual-final value).  

In Figure 5a, the 9-day period of initial strain recordings on the Circuit Wall, via sensor 1_IN, 
are shown, and in Figure 5b, the average of these recordings. In Figure 6a, the 9-day period of 
initial strain recordings on the Circuit Wall, via sensor 2_IN are shown, and in Figure 6b the 
average of these recordings. The average of the recordings obtained during the first 9 days of 
the monitoring system operation (2nd of June 2016), are considered as reference measurement 
and is deducted from subsequent recordings.  
 
 

 

(a)                                                                                          (b) 
Figure 5. (a) Strain recordings via sensor 1_IN during a 9-day period, (b) average (reference) strain recordings 

via sensor 1_IN. 
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(a)                                                                                              (b) 
Figure 6. (a) Strain recordings via sensor 2_IN during a 9-day period, (b) average (reference) strain recordings 

via sensor 2_IN. 
 

In Figures 7a and 7b, recordings during January 2018 for sensors 1_IN and 2_ΙΝ respectively, 
in comparison to the reference measurements of 2016 are shown. Furthermore, in Figures 8a 
and 8b, recordings before and after the deduction of the reference measurements are noted, for 
sensors 1_IN and 2_IN respectively. 
 

 
(a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 7. Recordings during January 2018 via sensors 1_IN (a) and 2_ΙΝ (b), in comparison to the reference 
measurements of 2016. 

 
(a)                                                                                    (b) 

Figure 8. Recordings before and after the deduction of the reference measurements, via sensors 1_IN (a) and 
2_IN (b). 
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Finally, in Figures 9a, b, c and d, the strain variation between sensors located at the inner and 
outer side of the same Smart Rods, i.e. 1_IN and 1_OUT, 2_IN and 2_OUT, 3_IN and 3_OUT, 
4_IN and 4_OUT, respectively are shown.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9. (a) Strain recordings via sensor 2_IN during a 9-day period, (b) average (reference) strain recordings 

via sensor 2_IN. 

4 CONCLUSIONS  
In the current study, the strain variation at the Acropolis Circuit Wall was investigated, with the 
use of a real-time structural monitoring scheme of Smart Rod optical fibre sensors. The 
wavelength measurements obtained by the optical fibre sensors where converted into strain 
measurements, while the temperature influence was taken into consideration via thermal 
compensation. At first, the period of strain recordings during the initial system operation in 
June 2016 was examined and the reference measurements were defined, as the average of the 
first days of the system operation recordings. Results of two of the eight sensors recording strain 
have been presented (i.e. sensors 1_IN and 2_IN). The reference measurements were used for 
the deduction of future strain recordings, always including thermal compensation. 

In the above framework, recordings during January 2018 were compared to the reference 
measurements of June 2016, for sensors 1_IN and 2_IN, showing increased strains at the Circuit 
Wall, as expected. Furthermore, the initial strain recordings during January 2018 were 
compared to strains at the same locations on the Circuit Wall, after the deduction of the 
reference measurements, which were smaller as expected, and especially for sensor 2_IN.  
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Finally, strain variation between sensors located at the inner and outer side of the same optical 
fibre Smart Rod was presented, showing that for Smart Rods 1, 3 and 4, higher strains were 
recorded by the sensors located at the inner side  (i.e. closer to the Wall), and especially for 
Smart Rod 4, while for Smart Rod 2, higher strains were recorded by the sensor located at the 
outer side of the Smart Rod.   

The current study and the conclusions can be used for future investigation and interpretation of 
the strain recordings at the Acropolis Circuit Wall. In addition, the method utilized, and the 
results can be potentially used for the structural monitoring of other critical structures of high 
importance, in order to define their structural response due to various types of loading. Finally, 
the current study aims to assist the transformation of historical complex sites / cultural heritage 
sites into “smart” which is expected to have a multiplier effect on the applied scientific 
knowledge enhancing the diffusion of new technologies and methods.  
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